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About This Game

Early Bird Bonus: Players who purchased the Complete Bundle, Card Collection Bundle, or any Premium Boosters for Magic
2015 prior to 11/5/2014 automatically get the Garruk’s Revenge expansion campaign added to their account as a bonus! Simply

update Magic 2015 to the latest version, start the game, and the expansion campaign will be there waiting for you!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GARRUK'S REVENGE EXPANSION NOW AVAILABLE!

Walk in the footsteps of the Multiverse's greatest hunter. Featuring additional campaign levels, challenges, and new cards to
collect, you take on the role of Garruk and hunt your prey across the planes!

-Explore the fan-favorite plane of Alara to unlock powerful new cards -Take on the role of Garruk and use his evolving deck to
hunt your prey -Win Battle Boosters through Multiplayer to expand your card collection

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hunt bigger game on a bold new adventure with Magic 2015—Duels of the Planeswalkers! Command powerful creatures and
wield devastating spells to defeat your opponents in this epic game of strategy.

Hone your skills as you battle your way across the planes of the Multiverse. Beware though, Planeswalker. Your biggest danger
lies ahead. Garruk Wildspeaker, the greatest hunter known, has fallen under the curse of the Chain Veil. He now mercilessly

stalks his own kind. Find him and stop him ... before he finds you!
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Explore the rich storyline of Magic 2015 and sharpen your game:
• The best way to learn to play Magic: A detailed tutorial makes it easy to get started.

• Deck building: Open virtual booster packs of Magic cards to build decks and battle in single- and multi-player modes.
• Hours of gameplay: Travel across five different fantastic planes, battle incredible creatures, and save the Multiverse from a

terrible fate.

*Premium Boosters purchased individually or in bundles can be opened once you’ve completed the Innistrad Chapter.
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I got this game forever ago and I didn't hate it I got stuck on the last level as I didn't have enough money to have an arms war
with the enemies I fought so make sure you are careful with money, but the thing I love most about the game is the character
perspective because not being able to see into rooms that you arent in is a really appealing thing to look at and makes a nice
challenge. All in all remember that this is a cheap game with a massive diffculty spike a $3 story and pretty neat gameplay. So
go watch a video on it before you buy it and have a lovely day. ^+^. After many hours on this game with homerun derby
tournaments vs friends, and many more challenging myself with a all HOF pitcher (hall of fame) (very difficult by the way but I
like a challenge) I have found this to be by far my favorite sports game even over rec room and many others. It feels very
consistent and smooth and although it can be a bit FRUSTRATING AT TIMES if you just step back and take a deep breath
you're back in homer land. Don't get me wrong this game is great and is one of the more fun vr experiences especially for a high
school b-ball player like myself, but... it would be nice to have some sort of progression (some different bat skins or ball
coverings etc.) or some new pitches like maybe a impossible to hit knuckle ball or a two-seam or something along those lines.

SHORT SUMMARY: This is a good game for anyone who is passionate about baseball and wants to see how it feels to be in a
major league batters box. (btw don't buy pitch-hit vr baseball it is boring). Its an amazing addon but should have some more
liverys and preserved engines.. Me and my girlfriend love this game. There are 2 locations which are both cool!

Pros:
 Interesting concept
 Nice ideas, it really does scare you\/make you jump!
 Reasonable price
 Old people and family who arent good using the computers are great with this! I think it would be good for VR
 experiences where people go that can't or are unable to use the controllers. They can just sit 'n watch with this!
 BEST PART!: you can use a dressing gown\/bath robe rope to shock the person when the snake comes on screen. Just
 slither it over their arm when the snake comes on!

Cons-
Some parts are strange and don't make much sense. In the office a dinosaur comes in whos feet clip through the floor and the
dinosaur is kinda scaled wrong.
Short (2 locations)

Overall i recommend this when showing family members and at parties as it doesn't really have any replayability.

RANDOM ONE: Sit close, the 'real' arms look better and less stretched when sat closer to the in-game laptop :)
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Thanks and well done to the kid that made this
. Very fun game. Loved the art in the trailers and the game has really nice way of playing out cutscenes and action. I really like
the turn based combat and find the game just all around fun to play.. The healing backpack is a great support item, and the laser
rifle does a ton of damage at the expense of overheating really quickly. Cute creatures \u2713
Outer space \u2713
pixel\/ restro \u2713
arcade style \u2713
good price \u2713

When I'm playing in this game, I can feel like child again. It was the best time, time when I played my first games on pegasus
etc. What can I say? I love this game <3

Summary:
I recommended my friends to buy it!. I LOVE THIS GAME! I am so hyped for the 2nd :3. Might as well play it while waiting
for TABS to get a full release.
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Seriously, this is a fun game.. I think I've really tried to like this game, and it really does have a lot of good things going for it. I
enjoy the systems the players can attempt in designing their seastead, and it doesn't take much imagination to immerse yourself
in the world you're creating.

This is where the problem comes into play. You get immersed in designing your seastead. You lay it out and you start planning,
carefully managing your treasury for future expansions, maybe keep the residential and industrial separate...the usual sort of city-
builder sort of thing. Then the game's AI announces an investor is contributing randomly to your design, usually ramming some
flophouse into whatever available space happens to be directly adjacent one of your carefully laid buildings. In my last game,
my food production area was attacked by these "investors" -- two of their flophouses were buttressed right up against my
fishery, side by side. Just like that, my wide open design became another \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 sea-
shantytown.

It can be resolved. It has been complained about. I don't honestly know why the developers are apathetic about this.

This is the third consecutive playing session where I've regretted my time, and all because of this disastrous AI. I would 100%
keel-haul these investors, so it breaks immersion that they get to turn my seastead into a shantytown, instead.

I may play this again after a future update, in hopes this is fixed. I'm happy to see the devs diversifying the trade goods and thus
expanding the available strategies (beyond being a game about building villages around oil-rigs) but this AI needs to be fixed. I'd
be happy to just have the option of turning the investors off, presumably because my Seastead Mayor would have them shot on
sight.. Its a symple elegant idea pushed to the maximum speed. As a lover of the WipeOut series I have enjoyed a lot this game.
Well polished, balanced, and immersive. I can't wait for the final release!!!. I bought Subsiege on 67% sale during early access.
This game has potential, but it's not ready by long shot.

Pros:

* Graphics
* Particle effects
* Frame rate (well optimized)
* Original play-style
* Sound (for the most part, one sub sounds just like Beemo)

Cons:

* Recommends playing tutorial even after it was completed.
* No single player, not even skirmish against A.I.
* No servers\/active-players in my region.
* Cheap text to speech voices that do not match the text in the dialogs.
* Tutorial help is unaligned on ultrawide screens

Conclusion:

I think I would enjoy this game if other people in my region played this game or if there was single player skirmish support at
the very least. If players had the ablity to practice without waiting for other people to join your lobby. The game might become
popular and improve the multiplayer experience. It would seem that the developers are focusing on league support during early
access, which seems a bit backwards to me.

PS: Funny issue, game asks for a CD when I try to launch it.. it seem fun but its a work sim but its a good game just not what im
in to however it was to much on me anyway even know i played 14mins i could not get it..... The game looks good but for
gameplay it's not worth 0,99\u20ac even with coupon for -90% (which made it 0,10). The main menu music is loud and i mean
loud and in game the silence is annoying af. At least one gun sounds kinda like music when firing. Enemies do nothing but sit
there while you shoot them down.. well its not bad. It's a solid game that deserves more play through. A lot of investment. In
terms of 'difficulty' it feels A LOT easier than the previous games. but I am still frustrated by lack of feedback on some aspects.

I also want more opportunities to use stat checks. though I understand why they are not there. Overall, still a HUGE fan of this
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series and would love to see it keep going. Hopefully a little bit less wait time between games.. I love this expansion ^~^, only
issue is a bit graphical glitches.
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